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2009 report card
RESEaRCh and analySiS By:

about the Center:
The Center for Business and Economic Research, formerly the Bureau of Business Research, is a premier economic policy 
and forecasting research center at Ball State University. CBER research encompasses health care, public finance, regional 
economics, transportation, and energy sector studies. Some of the recent studies have been on the Economic Impact of 
the Super Bowl in Indianapolis and the Kernan-Shepard Commission and Local Government Expenditures. 

The Center publishes the American Journal of Business—a peer-reviewed scholarly journal—and the Indiana Business 
Bulletin—a Web site with weekly commentary, analysis, and data on economic, business, and demographic trends in 
Indiana. In addition to research, the Center serves as the forecasting element in the Muncie area—holding five state 
and federal economic forecasting roundtables.

PoSTaGE

Methodology: 
These variables were chosen to represent those state level 
items most likely to be considered by site selection experts 
for manufacturing and logistics firms, and by the prevailing 
economic research on growth.  Each category was ranked 
ordinally, by state and assigned a rank.  In each case the 
lower the rank is better.  Within each category, the lowest 
total score assigned provided overall ranking.  Grades were 
assigned using an approximate logistic distribution of grades, 
a through F.  Plus and minus scores were not assigned to a 
or F grades. 

Glossary:

aa: associate’s degree.

adult Basic Education: Education in basic reading and writ-
ing, offered through either community and technical 
colleges or state workforce development agencies.

Ba: Bachelor’s degree.

Commodity Flows: The value of shipments through a region.

CTC: Community and technical colleges.

Exports: Products or commodities sold to foreign individuals 
and firms.

Foreign Direct Investment: Expenditures by foreign owned 
firms on plant and equipment in a region.  

Human Capital: a measure of educational and skills attain-
ment, and in some settings health of residents and 
workers within a region. 

Imports: Products or commodities purchased from foreign 
firms.

Income: all direct compensation to workers.

Infrastructure: Road rail, bridge and other transportation re-
lated public goods. 

Logistics: Transportation and warehousing industry groups.

Manufacturing: The production of consumer durable and non-
durable goods.

Productivity: The value of goods sold by a firm adjusted to a 
per worker basis.

R&D: Research and development, both in primary and applied 
science, usually measured in dollars.

Unemployment Insurance: a federal program dating to 1933 
which requires firms to participate in state regulated 
insurance plans to compensate workers who are laid off 
or discharged from work. 

Value-added: Firm or industry measure of the value of the 
product sold, minus all input costs. 

Workers Compensation: a federal program dating to 1913 
which requires firms to provide disability and death in-
surance through state administered or regulated insur-
ance plans.
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alabama B C F a B B+ B

alaska F B C F F C C+

arizona C C D a D F C

arkansas C B D B C D+ C

California C D B D C C D

Colorado D D C- C+ D- a a

Connecticut C+ F B- F B+ C+ C

Delaware C- C C F B a B

Florida D C B+ C D+ C a

Georgia D C C- B C D C+

Hawaii F D- B+ C D- a B

Idaho B- C- D a D D+ C

Illinois C C B C a C D

indiana a B- d+ C a C a

Iowa a a C B C C F

Kansas a B C+ B+ B D C

Kentucky B+ a D- D+ a D- C-

Louisiana C+ C+ F B- C C C

Maine C C- B F D D D-

Maryland D- D C+ C C- C C

Massachusetts D+ D- C C C C+ D

Michigan a D+ C- D a D C-

Minnesota C C a C C+ a F

Mississippi C C D+ B C- F B-

Missouri C B C C+ B- B+ a

Montana D C+ C C+ F C- a

Nebraska D+ a B B C C D

Nevada F D F B+ D C B-

New Hampshire B C B- D C+ C C

New Jersey C B C D- C C F

New Mexico D F C C F B C

New York F F a C- C C- F

North Carolina C C C B- C+ B C-

North Dakota C- a C B C F C

ohio a B+ D C a D D-

oklahoma C C- D- C- C F B

oregon B- C C C C- a C+

Pennsylvania C C C D B B D+

Rhode Island D F B D F C+ F

South Carolina B D D C B D C

South Dakota C- C B a D C B

Tennessee B B+ D C- B+ C C

Texas B a F C B- B C

Utah C C+ a a C B B

Vermont B D C F C C- D

Virginia F F C D+ D+ B- B+

Washington C+ D+ a D- C B- C

West Virginia C B- F D D F D+

Wisconsin B+ C C+ C B D- D

Wyoming D- B a C F B B+

2009 REPoRt CaRd: 
Grades by State and Industry



Manufacturing: 
The production of goods holds a particular place of interest in the U.S. economy.  
Manufacturing firms are not necessarily reliant on local demand for goods and are 
therefore footloose.  Their location then depends more on local factors such as the 
quality and availability of the labor force, transportation infrastructure, non-wage 
labor costs, access to innovative technologies and the cost of doing business. 
Manufacturing is the production of both consumer durable goods such as automo-
biles, electronics and home appliances, and consumer non-durable goods such as 
clothing, processed foods, and other goods that are consumed after use. 

To measure manufacturing we include three variables, the share of total income 
earned by manufacturing employees in each state, the wage premium paid to manu-
facturing workers relative to the other states’ employees and the share of manufac-
turing employment per capita.  These data are collected from the U.S. Department 
of the Census, and the Bureau of Economic analysis, Regional Economic Informa-
tion System. 

Manufacturing and Logistics 

across the nation
hUMan CaPital

PRodUCtivity and innovation

top Five:
Minnesota
new york
Utah
Washington
Wyoming

top Five:
Colorado
delaware
hawaii
Minnesota
oregon

No factor matters more to businesses 
than the quality and availability of labor.  
Workers represent the largest single cost 
of doing business, but more importantly 
are the source of most innovation and 
process improvements that distinguish 
successful firms from those that are not 
successful.  Specific human capital con-
cerns matter to manufacturing and lo-
gistics firms.  Because produced goods 
have a high degree of value dependent 
on each individual worker in a produc-

tion line or transportation leg or hub, a uniform high quality 
of workers is required.  These workers must possess the abil-
ity to understand increasingly complex production processes 
which are today mostly managed by computers with special-
ized software.  The factories, rail yards, distribution facilities 
and machine shops of today are complex, highly technical and 
are dependent on workers who can work successfully in this 
environment.  Human capital, which in the United States is 
almost entirely the quality of educational background, is the 
most important factor in firm location decisions. 

our human capital measurements include rankings of educa-
tional attainment at the high school and collegiate level, the 
first year retention rate of adults in community and technical 
colleges, the number of associates degrees awarded annually 
on a per capita basis and the share of adults (25 years and 
older) enrolled in adult basic education.  These data are from 
the National Center for Educational Statistics.

The value of manufactured goods per 
worker – productivity – as well as firm 
access to inventions and innovations is 
critical to the long term performance of a 
firm and the industry as a whole.  Though 
innovations and inventions are aggres-
sively sought from across the globe, the 
presence of local talent in these areas 
through access to university laboratories 
and non-profit research activities plays 
an important role in location decisions 
by manufacturers. 

To measure productivity and innovation we use manufacturing 
productivity growth, industry research and development expen-
ditures on a per capita basis, the per capita number of patents 
issued annually and the expenditures by venture capital firms 
in each state adjusted to a per capita basis.  These data are 
collected from the Census of Manufacturers, the National Sci-
ence Foundation, the Patent office and a study by Pricewater-
houseCoopers/National for the Venture Capital association.

about the report card
The 2009 Manufacturing and Logistics Report Card grades states in six areas of the economy that 

underlie the success of manufacturing and logistics in each state.  These include specific measures 

of manufacturing and logistics health, human capital, the cost of benefits, the global position of 

the industries, state level productivity and innovation and the tax climate. 

logistics: 
The movement of goods is of central importance to the production of goods.  With-
out a robust logistics industry, manufacturing and commodity production will not 
occur. Logistics comprises not merely the capacity to move goods, but to store 
inventory and manage the distribution and processing of manufactured goods.  Lo-
gistics firms depend upon many of the same factors as manufacturing firms in their 
location decision, but there is a more complex interplay between local conditions 
and the existing or planned transportation networks of roads, rail, waterborne traf-
fic and air. 

To measure the logistics industry we include the share of total logistics industry 
income as a share of total state income, and the employment per capita.  We also 
include commodity flows data by both rail and road.  To this we measure infra-
structure spending as the per capita expenditure on highway construction. These 
data are collected from the U.S. Department of the Census, the Bureau of Economic 
analysis, Regional Economic Information System and the Center for Transportation 
Statistics, U.S. Department of Transportation. 

The level of international trade – both in 
exports and imports – is a robust mea-
sure of the region’s competitiveness in 
the production, movement and distri-
bution of consumer durable and non-
durable goods. Both firms and regional 
governments focus considerable effort at 
improving ties with foreign firms, but for 
different reasons. Governments seek for-
eign investment in plant and equipment, 
while firms care about supplier relation-
ships on both commodities and finished 
goods. of course manufacturers want to 

make goods with a global market appeal. How well this is done 
is an important predictor of the health of manufacturing and 
logistics sectors into the future. 

To measure global reach we include the export related measures 
of per capita exported manufacturing goods and the growth of 
manufacturing exports and the foreign direct investment mea-
sures of the amount of manufacturing income received annu-
ally from foreign owned firms in a state as well as the reach 
of foreign direct investment – which is simply the variance or 
spread of foreign direct investments from different regions of 
the world. These data are collected from the Department of 
Commerce’s International Trade administration.

a B C d F

GloBal PoSition

tax CliMatE

BEnEFit CoStS

top Five:
Colorado
Florida
indiana
Missouri
Montana

top Five:
illinois
indiana
Kentucky
Michigan
Ohio

top Five:
alabama
arizona
idaho
South dakota
Utah

Few factors garner as much policy in-
terest as do state and local taxes.  For 
firms which may operate virtually any-
where, tax rates – along with the quality 
of local public goods – matter a great 
deal in location decisions.  Taxes on the 
business, individual income taxes (both 
on workers and small business), sales, 
unemployment, insurance and property 
taxes all play a role in assessing regions 
for a potential employer location.  

To measure the tax climate we use data 
on corporate taxes, income and sales and use taxes, property 
and unemployment insurance tax data collected by the Tax 
Foundation. 

Non-wage labor costs represent an 
increasingly important part of total 
business costs.  These are affected by 
local and state public policy as well 
as worker demographics, health, and 
industry and firm performance.  Ben-
efits range from a variety of health 
care issues, to liability and casualty 
insurance, workers compensation and 
other costs such as retirement and 
other fringe benefits.  

To measure benefits costs, we include 
data on health care premiums and long term health care costs, 
workers’ compensation costs per worker and fringe benefits of 
all kinds as a share of worker costs.  These data are collected 
from the american association of Retired Persons, Bureau of 
Economic analysis, Regional Economic Information System and 
author’s calculations from data produced from the national 
input-output model. 

Use the scale to the right to identify the grade for each 
state. A complete list of grades for each state and the 

methodology for determining the grades is listed at 
the end of this report.  


